SPRINGFIELD HISTORICAL SOCIETY INVENTORY OF MARKERS

Cemetery Towlertown

Location Springfield, NH  SE corner  Intersecation Pkwy-Roof Rd & Arm's Lodge Rd

Date of record  10-6-97

Cataloguer Dorothy Eldeen & Pat Caswell

Marker # from grid

Photo Negative

Marker type: 1. Head ✓ 2. Foot ✓ 3. Table  4. Tomb  5. Other


Sandstone w/ marble insert  6. Granite  7. Other


9. Other

Carver:


Comment:


4. Traces ✓ 5. Illegible or destroyed  6. Underground

Comment:

Dimensions: Height 2'9" Width 1'7" Thickness approx

Comment: 

Direction marker faces: N  S  E  W  NE  NW  SW

Inscription Lowel Fowler

Epitaph

Cataloguer's remarks: The above is all that can be read. It is believed to be oldest stone in lot. Stone is broken off at base. Couldn't get picture. Would need to rub.